Dear Friend, Jai Jinendra!

JAINA cordially invites you to attend the 21st Biennial JAINA convention to be held virtually from July 1 to 6, 2021. It’s a premier event that brings the Jain community together where more than 5,000 Jains gather from across the world. This year JAINA is undertaking a unique approach of opening this convention to the rest of the world. It will be virtually broadcasted across the globe, including to USA, Canada, India, UK, UAE, Australia, and more.

Every two years JAINA hosts a biennial JAINA convention. Due to the ongoing pandemic, JAINA is holding the convention as a virtual event, so no travel is needed, and you can participate from the comfort and safety of your home using JAINA’s web-based conferencing tool. The conferencing tool is user-friendly and interactive, with many features like attending a major convention, such as online Main Hall, 6 Breakout Rooms, 4 Competition Rooms, and an Exhibition Hall.

The pandemic has shown us that we need to be vigilant, compassionate, tolerant, and keep the faith to face the crisis of this magnitude. This requires us to be resilient which means being able to withstand and recover quickly from adverse situations. Hence the theme of the 2021 convention is "Jainism: A Resilient Path to Peace".

Spiritual dignitaries, scholars, and experts will elaborate how Jain principles, history, and practices can offer new knowledge and inner peace, and help humanity achieve the resilience of body, mind, and spirit.

Highlights of this Convention
- Prominent and world renowned Speakers
- Bollywood Program - a fun evening with Bollywood’s famous singers and musicians
- Cultural Program - a vibrant and mesmerizing first ever virtual Cultural Show – a representation of our cultural heritage
- Drama based on Jain history performed by well-known artists
- Spiritual Sessions by Jain Acharyas, Munis, and Scholars
- Motivations Speakers Sessions
- Highly anticipated JAB - Jain Academic Bowl
- Tirth Bhav Yatra – A virtual Tirth Yatra of about 12 major Tirth of India - broadcast of live program recorded at each Tirth of India
- YJA (Young Jains of America) activities including Youth Sessions, Raas-Garba Musical evening, and Networking sessions
- YJP (Young Jains Professional) activities including Professional Speakers sessions, Matrimonial Connect sessions, and more
- Kids Club activities for younger kids ranging from fun games, virtual learning sessions, and storytelling sessions

Early Registration Special - $5 until February 28!

www.jainaconvention.org
An International Virtual Event
21st Biennial JAINA Convention
“Jainism - A Resilient Path to Peace”
July 1-6, 2021

Sponsorship Opportunities

We know and appreciate that such events are possible only through Outstanding Support and Generous contributions from leaders and donors like you and many young and adult volunteers of the community. We sincerely appreciate your generous donations and leadership support that you have so kindly provided throughout the past and look forward to your continued support to help cherish, preserve, and rejuvenate our culture and heritage.

You will be able to participate and contribute by becoming a sponsor of any event or by advertising in the souvenir book. We count on your generous support. For additional information about contributing, please contact one of us or email at conventionfundraising@jaina.org.

We extend our special invitation to you and your family and look forward to meeting you virtually at the upcoming convention.